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About This Game

Establish, create and manage your own amazing zoo - and become a Zoo Tycoon!
Wildlife Park and Wild Creatures all in one - the remake o 5d3b920ae0
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Pros: - All animals, buildings, missions, maps, etc from the first Wildlife Park game, its expansion pack and Farm World
bundled together in one single game in addition to some new features (like maps etc) Cons: - Unresponsive, clungy UI. - The UI
looks incredibly awful as if an 8 year old did it with MS Paint - In the original game, the UI was very well designed in a way that
all the important information (like account balance, weather, visitor/animal hapiness etc) were conspicuous. Now things like: -
The bar that showed the average animal/people hapiness - Weather information - The number of animals in the park - Shortcut
icons for removing buildings etc. were removed from the ingame UI. - They got rid of tooltips (why???) - Placing objects is now
very unintuitive if compared to the original game. See also this review:
https://steamcommunity.com/id/Nymbil/recommended/664120/ - The "continuous" zooming makes all sprites look distorted
and blurry, i.e. UGLY. - It runs slowly - And in case you've missed it, its biggest con is ITS POORLY DESIGNED AND
IMPLEMENTED USER INTERFACE. I love the original game, but they have seriously messed up this "reloaded" version.. If
you like these kind of tycoon style games this is a very nice game with lots of content, levels, animals etc.. The graphics are crap
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compared to the video. I am extremely disappointed with todays technology they do not need 1908's graphics. That said i would
still recommend as its fun.. Did not run, If it ran, maybe I could give a better opinion.. If you like these kind of tycoon style
games this is a very nice game with lots of content, levels, animals etc.. Did not run, If it ran, maybe I could give a better
opinion.

Zoo Constructor in Early Access : If you like Zoo Tycoons this ones for you: Zoo Constructor - Construct and manage an animal
park. Economic simulation with complex animal, climate and plant simulation. The constructor has tools for soil, water, roads,
fences and plants, personnel, visitor facilities and decorations available.. Version 1.0.37 live! : - herd size info listed - prefered
ground type listed - deselection with right mouse button (click) - touched objects yellow marked - autoscrolling at screen
margins - hint texts on build option icons - radarmap-frame - some minor bugs fixed. Version 1.0.38 live! : - shadow rendering
enabled - lost mission goal text after task switching fixed - some minor bug fixes
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